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A NOTE ON KRISHIPROJAS 

:HISTORY OF KIUSfllPROJAS OR CULTIVATING RAIYATS IN COOCH BEHAR : 

The Krishiprojas are cultivators settled on land in defence of Section 

4and 24 of the Coach Behar Tenancy Act, 1910 which prohibit (a) the 

subletting of land by an under-tenant lower than a Chukanidar, (b) the sub

letting of land unless by registered Pattah and Kabuliyat1• 

The Coach Behar Tenancy Act, 1910 was enacted in the line of the 

Bengal Tenancy Act, 1885, enforced in rest of Bengal; but was not a copy of 

it. On the whole, this act of 1910 was more beneficial to the cultivators than 
. 2 

even the amended Bengal Tenancy Act of 1885 ·• 

In Coach Behar Tenancy 'Act, 1910, the term "Adhiar" was defined as 

a person who cultivates another's land for a share of tne produce. But 

the term "Krishiproja" was defined as a cultivating raiyat who has been 

recorded in Terij as such. Further it was stated in the Act that the 

Krishiproja in all respects shall be deemed to be an "under-tenants" 3• An 

Adhiar or Proja is a person who cultivates land on the condition that he gets 

half the produce of the crop ; he is in fact, a hired labourer, paid in kind. 

The Adhiars have had no rights in the son; but · Sir G. Campbell, when 

Lieutenant Governor of Bengal, in a letter . dated 4th October, 1872, ordered 

that Adhia:rs, who cultivate with their own cattle for twelve consecutive 

years, should gain occupancy rights in their fields 4• Where illegally settled 

tenancies of more than one grade exist, those of the lowest grade shall be 

recognised. H, However,the intermediate illegal te.nants hold some iands in khas 

possession of the occupants of each such holdings. did not recognised. 
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Where an illegally settled tenanL has sublet land by registered patta 

the tenant to whom the land is sub-let shall be treated as Krishiproja 

provided that he holds. the land in khas possession 5• 

In the ·course of first settlement the Adhiyars were classified under 

the head of under.-tenants. These persons cultivate for the farmer and get h8lf 

the produce at the value of their labour. They generally live upon the · 

landiord's premises or on lands in· his khas possession, and pay no rent for the 
. -- . . 

same. Some times they cultivate the land with the. plough and cattle lent by 

the Grihi (Landlord), but more generally they have thelr own impiements of 

. agriculture. Sometime a man possessing some land of his own, also cultivates 

another's land on the Adhiyari system~ In that case they are called Utungkara 

proja, the General appellation for both these. classes of cultivators being 

"Proja". Thus. although the term "Pr~" ordinarily means an u~c;ler-tenant, but 

the Cooch Behar people .will not understand by it anything more than a· f~rm 

labour. These men do not k~ep themselves always confined to the same plot 

or plots of land, but move from one land to another, as t_hey may find it 

profitable, or· as the Giriha may. direct. Thus they are more hired labourers 

than under-tenants and were not recorded as under-tenants ·ctur:ing the 
. . 6 

resettlement operations • 

The sub-infendatiori Act was passed in Cooch Behar in i888 to check 

· tl)e further development of sub-infendation in the ·State and to prevent the 

creation of new rights in place of existing ·ones when they lapsed or became 
. .· . -

extinct. By that Act, the letting by any one but the Jotedar of any land that 

was not let already was prohibited and a Jotedar was prohibited from letting 

out lands to persons other than actual cultivators •. In His Highness's le:tter:No. 

711, dated the 12th November, 1889, sanction was accorded to the addition of 
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a penal clause to paragraph 10 of the patta viz., that all agreements by which 

lands are sublet must be reduced to writing and when they are not so done 

will not be recognised by any Court of justice or any office in the State. By 

Section 24 ·of the Cooch Behar Tenancy Act (V of 1910), a chukanidar also 

was allowed to let out lands in his khas possession but. the letting out of land 

by as under-tenant other than a chukanidar continued to be prohibited. Under 

Section 4 of the same Act, a tenure not paying revenue to the State or on 

under-tenure· shall not be created except by contract entered into by means of 

registered patta and kabuliyat at the ti(l)e of creation of every new under 

tenancy, and jotedars and chukanidars alone can creat such under tenancies by 

letting out khas lands7• 

Large number of new tenancies have, however, been actually created 

in contravention of the aforesaid provisions of the law and generally at very 

high rents. Their number was estmated by Mr. N. N. Sen, the then Dewan 

' 
of the State,at 50,000 in the whole state i.e. 1/12th of the entire population. 

They are the people who actually cultivate the land and it is safe to say that 

in many instances, their return amounts only . to the barest · means of 

subsistance. These illegiilly settled tenants fall ·under two. class~s viz. (1) valid 

but invalid because . verbal, . and (ii) invalid . under .. existing·. iaw. and . invalid 

. because verbal. Under class (l) fall .the verbal tenants . holding lands . directly 
·. 

under Jotedars and also those who· similarly ·acquired lands from chukanidars 
. . 8 

after the passing of the Cooch Behar Tenancy Act of 1910 • 

In this letter. No. 233, dated the 22nd April, 1918, the then Dewan 

dwelt at length on the helpless condition of these illegally settled tenants and 

solicited His Highness's favour to confer on them a right and title to the land 

they held and to protect them from eviction. The Dewan called them " the 
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Back-bone of the country as builders of its wealth". According to his 

estimates they "constitute almost 90% of the cultivating population". It was 

also pointed out by him that the origin of such tenancies could not be traced .. 
out and that it was extremely difficult to. prove 12 years' possession even 

where it existed. 

It is interesting to note here the observation made by Mr. H. J. 

Twynam, I.C.S., Vice President, Regency Council, In-charge Settlement 

Department, Cooch Behar, ~n his note on the Resettlement of Land Revenue in 

Cooch Behar."It seems· doubtful whether anything much can now be done to 

arrest the process of Sub-infendation or to prevent· these Krishiprojas, in many 

instances, being reduced to the lowest standard of life. comparible with 
j 

existence. It is, of course, not only the jotedars who take advantage of 

economic necessity .. in ~his way ·but !3,lso the other grades of lawful under

tenants, Chukanidars, Darchikanidars etc~ The . only remedy is for the 

Krishipro.@ .who is rack rented to vacate his holding, but the standard of living 

is· so low. that it will probably always be possible . to obtain men willing to 

work on terms which will just enable them to keep themselves, and perhaps. 

their . families,. l:l].ive. In· any· event, the proplem is one . with which the Re

settlement of the land revenue is not ·directly· concerned. It is a question 
. . . . 

which should· be carefully .. considered together ~ith · the amendment of the 

Cooch Behar Tenancy Act, a measure which is in urgent need of drastic 

. • 119 reVlSlOn • 

Regarding these Krishiprojas there are a few outstanding questions 

which have not been settled :-

[a] Whether illegally settled tenancies discovered during the present 

revisional operations but subsequent to the date of the Notification granting 

recognition should be recognised or not. 
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It is difficult to see how recognition having been granted to some 

can be to others refused and such recognition does, at any rate, give the 

Krishiproja security of tenure. 

[b] The status to be accorded to Krishiprojas holding land under 

other Krishiprojas, or under Jotedars or chukanidars where __ there has been a 

subsequent interchange of pattah and Kabuliyat. In the latter case it is 

proposed to bring the Krishiproja within the recognised degree of under-

tenants, as Jotedars and chukanidars have -the right to sub-let by Pattah and 

Kabuliyat. 

[c] The question of Krishiprojas' rents - this is a thorney subject as 

----it is precisely by and because of these high contractual rents that the legally 

settled tenants and undertenants make high profits and are anxious for a long 

period of settlement, the_ :profits made from the lawfully settled undertenants 

at each new settlement being negligible in portion to the profits made from 

K . h" . 10 r1s 1pro]as • 

The notifications dated 1918 have settled the problem as regards the 

illegal tenancies. created prior to that date and in those cases the contractual 

renf has been recorded ·as payabl~.. As regards the illegal tenancies created 

·subsequent to that dat~ _-it is difficult to see how recognition can be granted 

without.· recognition of the contractual rent. It is clear that in respect of 

these lands all the evils of competitive rents have made their appearance in 

the State". 
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